men
Dancing Shiva:
Honoring the sacred dance
of masculinity and femininity
Danny Arguetty

As we look deeper into this dancing
figure the teachings expound that hiding in plane sight is a second energy
present in the dance; Shiva’s counterpart Shakti. She is the creative feminine
force that animates his movement
giving it life and propulsion. In fact in
some images of the King Dancer, half of
his face is depicted as more masculine
and the other half more feminine. In
the Indian Tradition the deities serve as
reflections and mirrors for our greater
learning, and Shiva and Shakti’s comingled tango invites us to contemplate our relationship with both our
masculine and feminine qualities.
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Men living in western culture often become

“As a man I had a hard time showing my

stagnant with an inability to tap into their femi-

weakness and vulnerability as I struggled with

nine side and as a result become overly rigid,

postures that women around me made look

too steeped in the logical, and stuck in concepts

very easy. By being able to honor my evolution

of should and shouldn’t. In addition, there are

in each pose I am able to soften around other

larger societal labels framing the masculine in a

edges in my life. I feel like I reshaped my idea of

negative light which are frequently adopted by

what perfection is.”

many men consciously and subconsciously. The
various practices of yoga including breathing

When asked why men that have greater access

techniques, postures, meditation, and simple

to their feminine side while maintaining au-

mindfulness can help reawaken the inner

thentic masculinity are more attractive women

feminine, which in turn supports positive male

answered:

qualities like holding space, endurance, strength,
and stability to be better received. In yoga, the

“They are more appealing, better able to be

practices of fluid motion and opening the heart

open, and have a greater capacity to relate to

can release years of contraction and bring new

different viewpoints, to see two sides of the

light and possibility into our day-to-day lives.

coin.”

Revitalizing this inner dance of sacred masculine

“They are not afraid to let their strength lead

and feminine not only has immense benefits for

them to softness. They are much more present

men but it might increase your chances of get-

to their life beyond work, friends, and family.”

ting a date. Many women seem to gravitate to a
man able to both embody the balanced strength

“They have more dimensionality, I find myself

of his Shiva side and yet still have access to the

better able to feel and sense the many facets of

vulnerability and creativity of his inner goddess.

their personality because they are letting me in

When asked how the practices and lifestyle of

and don’t have as many walls.”

yoga has helped reshape their concept of masculinity and femininity men shared:

“They are more willing to take on the challenge
of self-awareness and not shrink from difficulties

“I have more receptive strength, courage to

that arise.”

soften, and the ability to be vulnerable to others
while still staying rooted in myself.”

“They listen with more attention and better
comprehend the energies of give and take.”

“I am better able to let go of rigid roles of what a
man has to do or not do. It helped me question

To reawaken the sacred tango of masculine and

whether the impressions of society where fully

feminine in your life inquire into these practices:

serving my life.”
-In yoga observe the conversation of your mind.
“I have noticed myself being more receptive,

Do thoughts of not being enough or of having to

open, and spontaneous. I find more ease with

be perfect in each pose come up? What would it

women and a greater genuine relatedness as I

feel like to be vulnerable and honor your posture

embody my authentic masculinity.”

as full and whole wherever it is today?

“I have more access to my intuitive side versus

-Get on your mat or on the floor and put on me-

only stepping into life through an intellectual

lodic music that inspires you to move. Envision

lens. I am getting to know my natural expres-

your whole body turning into water. Move your

sive side and I find myself better able to source

arms, hips, and torso in circles.

compassion for others.”

-Allow your body to guide you instead of you
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instructing the body. Honor any form that appears, let
go of ideas of right or wrong. Move with the flow of the
music.
-Explore back extensions which embody both strength
and softness. Pulse up and down in cobra pose while
keeping the legs earthy; Hold locust engaged, yet remain
soft in the face and heart; Flow in and out of bridge pose
eventually holding the posture as you sense the effect on
heart center.
-Sit comfortably and take a few rounds of Nadi Shodona
(channel clearing breath) which balances our solar and
lunar sides. Bend your middle and index finger on your
right hand. Use your thumb to lightly close off your right
nostril and inhale a full deep breath. At the top of your
inhale use your ring finger to close the left nostril and
release the thumb opening the right nostril as you exhale
on this side. Inhale on the right close nostril open left
exhale. Continue in this way several more rounds.
-On your next date or outing with a female friend
explore what shifts when you listen more. Our sense of
vision is associated more with masculinity while hearing
is related more to the feminine.
-Book yourself a massage to help access your inner softness. Allow yourself to be receptive taking a break from
the role of provider.
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MIRRORS
of
REFLECTION
“If you think you are enlightened go spend
a week with your family” writes 70’s spiritual teacher Ram Das. Although the comment was said in jest it carries a deep and
profound truth. It is often our closest loved
ones, whom we interact with day in and
day out, that provide us with insight about
our habitual patterns, unique gifts, and the
way we can grow and evolve on our path.
The trouble is that most men (and more
and more women) forget the potential for
growth within the context of their small
circle. Instead, there is an epidemic of over
individuation, family frustrations, and a lack
of interest to explore our own part in the
matters at hand. The first step in the process of reawakening to the fullness of family and friends in our life is to remember that
we are not on this journey alone.

Authentic
relationships,
self-discovery,
and the joys
of family
and friends
31
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In nature when geese fly together, they
essentially form a traveling community.
As one goose tires of learning, it maneuvres its way to the rear of the flock
where it finds support from the draft of
those ahead. There are many animals
that travel in herds, our cells even gather in community to form larger systems
in the body, and an infinite number of
celestial bodies comprise the known
universe. Just like these examples, we
too are hardwired to thrive in relationship with others and uplift one another to shine more brightly. The same
pattern is seen in all walks of life;
the singular elements that constitute
the greater whole are indeed numerous and diverse, but they are never
separate from all of existence. There
exists a mutually dependent relationship; without the parts, the collective wouldn’t function as a whole and
without the whole, the parts wouldn’t
have purpose. In any of these systems
when there is the perceived separation from the larger web disharmony
arises. In the modern world many
people become isolated physically or
energetically from family, friends, and
networks of support; struggles with
depression and other physical maladies are oftentimes manifestation of
this distance. In truth, we can never
totally disconnect from one another as
we are always in relationship on some
level, but we can ‘mis’ connect with
the life that is before us through our
conscious and unconscious choices.
In the world today, with long hours at the
workplace, families living far apart, and
both men and women over-individuated
with responsibilities it can be challenging
to climb out of the pool of resistance
and resentment for one another. From
their point of view one partner sees the
other has having it easy while the same
is true from the other’s point of view. It
is a delicate and skilful balance to find
equilibrium. As Rabbi Hillel writes “If I
am not for myself, who will be for me?
If I am only for myself, what am I? And,
if not now, when?” How do we find an
optimal balance between taking care of
ourselves so we can be open to richer
family and friend connections while
also not forgetting that we are a part of
something greater? It is a shifting and
ever evolving inquiry.
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The first step
in the process of
reawakening to the
fullness of family
and friends in our
life is to remember
that we are not on
this journey alone.
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Once we have stepped back into the
authenticity of connection with family and friends we can begin to harvest
the sweetness and learning of these
relationships. In most family interactions that have a tinge of discomfort
or bitterness it is much easier to point
the finger at another. But what if our interactions with others could be utilized
as a mirror of inner reflection? What if
we began to contemplate? I spent time
with my sister yesterday and noticed
myself becoming overly controlling….
interesting! When my wife asked me to
do a household chore I got defensive,
where might that be coming from? I
wonder if my son is hurt from something I did when he speaks to me in a
passive aggressive way. When I take
time to myself my family gets upset.
Maybe I haven’t been as clear in my
communication of what my needs
are and the reason I take some time
alone. The more we dive into inquiry
through this process of seeing ourselves through other’s actions the more
we can identify the varied layers of our
conditioning and our belief systems
that are not serving us fully.
In addition to providing support in
the exploration of our unconscious
aspects, our interactions with others
serve as reminders of our own inherent radiance as well as the beauty of
others. When someone compliments
us on that which we specialize in and
are passionate about, it can be so easy
to deflect the comment instead of fully embracing and owning that we did
something that was valuable and potent. What happens when we pause
to feel and fully receive? As a parent,
teacher, sibling, or friend it is extremely
joyous to savor other people’s successes and triumphs in life. By honoring them with kind words and gestures
we help them remember that which
they excel in. In this way we all get to
specialize and cultivate a few aspects/
skills in our life and get the benefit of
honoring the skills of others.
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Once we have stepped back
into the authenticity of connection
with family and friends
we can begin to harvest the sweetness
and learning of these relationships

As Danna
Faulds
writes in her
poem Sangha:
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“Teach me what I cannot learn alone.
Let us share what we know,
and whatwe cannot fathom.
Speak to me of mysteries,
and let us never lie to one another.
May our fierce and tender longing
fuel the fire in our souls.
When we stand side by side,
let us dare to focus our desire on the truth.
May we be reminders,
each for the other,
that the path of transformation
passes through the flames.
To take one step is courageous;
to stay on the path day after day,
choosing the unknown,
and facing yet another fear, t
hat is nothing short of grace.”
(Faulds, Danna, Go In and In:
Poems from the Heart of Yoga, 1997, Morris Press)
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The practice of yoga offers us one of the most timeless
teachings in the invitation to remember that we are not
simply sole individuals, but instead a part of a masterful
collective. Although we can honor and celebrate what
we offer to community and the world, it is vital to take
time to steep in the sweetness of what we receive from
people and life around us. In a sense, the pause of
receiving a spark of insight from an outside source gifts
us with fuel and propulsion for our own contribution.
In human culture and religion throughout the ages
including Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Indian, and Christian,
saints and deities are often depicted surrounded by a
halo of light. It was very common for these beings to
be teachers and a literal source of inspiration for many
seeking hope and a new way of being. Why was this
image of a golden ring chosen as the symbol of an
illuminated individual? Light implies an ability to see
more, feel more, and be rooted in an expansive vision
filled with openness. Although darkness has its place, to
offer contrast and help us become more sensitive, light
carries with it a sense of revelation. It elucidates what
is occurring on the outside and inside of our being.
Light shines upon our awakenings and provides the
stimulation needed to take inspiration and turn it into
concrete reality.
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The practice of yoga invites us to align the body, connect to the
breath, tap into the creative possibility of the mind, and source
the potent abilities of our intuitive makeup. Each one of these
facets of our multidimensional being is a whole conduit in itself
to support us in feeling excited about life. Whether we drink in
inspiration from our teacher’s presence, the kindness of a fellow
student, or feel a spark after an arm balance or invigorating back
bend, it boils down to opening up and receiving the wonder of
the world right before our eyes.
Who are the people, poems, elements of nature, conversations,
or sights on your path that inspire you to connect to the deeper
parts of your heart? Beethoven discovered Bach and utilized
Johann’s music to serve as a spark for his creative compositions.
Thoreau crafted his vision based on time he spent with Emerson.
Native American culture was inspired by the land and chose to
live in harmony with the Earth and respect the intelligence of
nature.
Where inspiration resides there is light and where illumination is
present there are sparks to be found. Whether it be a simple deep
breath sitting in traffic that reawakens, an illuminating heartfelt
piece of writing that opens the heart, an innocent smile from a
child that speaks sweetness, or sensitive conscious touch from our
beloved, it is up to us, to open, seek out, and receive the majesty
of the world. Like a simmering stew full of insight and exaltation
willing and able to light us up so we can make a sweeter offering as
we dance in the gift of this life.
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Make a date with nature
Read a poem

(poems by Hafitz hafizonlove.com)

Spend time with children
Watch a TED talk
(ted.com)

Visit nutrition, health, and
inspiration blog

(nourishyourlight.wordpress.com)

Go to a theatre, dance show,
or music concert
Take a yoga class
Meditate in the sun
Journal about what is
challenging in your life
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DANNY HAS STUDIED AND
TRAINED EXTENSIVELY IN
BOTH KRIPALU AND
ANUSARA YOGA®. HE
TEACHES ALL LEVEL YOGA
CLASSES AND DYNAMIC
WORKSHOPS AND IS
A FACULTY MEMBER AT
KRIPALU CENTER
FOR YOGA & HEALTH,
AND THE AUTHOR
OF NOURISHING THE
TEACHER: INQUIRIES,
CONTEMPLATIONS &
INSIGHTS ON
THE PATH OF YOGA.

nourishyourlight.com
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Living around the world has been one of the most precious gifts during the last decades of my life. From urban centers like Tel-Aviv, Los Angeles, London, and Boston to
the rural life in Vermont, and Berkshire Mountains of Western Massachusetts, I have
experienced many different rhythms of life. Particularly through living in more rural
places, I have become more attuned to the pulsation of nature. One of the most prominent shifts that have occurred as a result of this attunement is my early hour of waking.
As the morning light blooms slowly from the darkness of night, I feel a renewed sense
of joy in pausing to acknowledge the beginning of a new day.
Because of this awareness, I find that I make more space to notice new chapters in
my life and in the lives of others. As we enter a new calendar year we can mark time
and pause to acknowledge the potency of starting anew. Beginnings tend to have a
sweetness that uplifts the spirit with feelings of grace and ease. Through the gift of
embodiment, we as humans get to taste the diverse flavors of life, and among the most
precious of these is the celebration of new beginnings. The initial moment of any given
situation is one that can set the tone for what will transpire for hours, days, or years to
come.
The beauty of beginnings is that they occur in various time frames and although the
New Year is often given much attention, we can begin to acknowledge beginnings in
smaller ways throughout our lives. With intention and heart, we can welcome these
moments and treasure them as gifts to inspire and fuel us at our deepest core. This
might take the form of a mindful breath, a brief moment of marveling at a sprout in the
garden, a seated meditation, or a pause to acknowledge a new meal before us. By doing
something small to honor the commencement of the various episodes of the day, our
whole being has a chance to refocus, and the ensuing experience is received in a much
different way. This simple yet profound practice can thus infuse us with a greater sense
of ease and vitality as we advance through the dance of life.
The potency of taking time to affirm the New Year provides us with an opportunity to
let go of the old and celebrate all that has gone well and helped us arrive at the present moment. Regardless of mistakes, lack of compassion for self or others, unskillful
speech, and regrets, we have an opportunity to reset and begin anew. Like a snake
that sheds its skin through a process called molting we can shed the elements that no
longer serve us and step into a way of being that enhances our vitality and generates
more joy for ourselves, others, and the world. During this New Year pause, take time
for sacred ritual, and continue to explore the small moments that open the door to
celebrating graceful beginnings.

COMMENCEMENT RITUALS
1. On a piece of paper jot down all that you are grateful for from this last year. On a
second page list all that you want to let go of from the previous 365 days. I release selfdoubt, fear, poor body image, lack of compassion for......, etc. One a third page write
down all that you wish to cultivate this coming year. I cultivate self-love, confidence
in my beauty, financial abundance, clarity in my relationship with mom, more vulnerability, adventure and fun, etc. Cut up or safely burn the first and second paper allowing
the gratitude’s to spread and the ‘yuck’ to compost. Bury the third page in the earth or
in the soil of a young plant to take root and grow throughout the year.
2. Dedicate a yoga practice to the intention of this coming up year. Bring special awareness to the initial moments of your practice, focusing attention first on the body, then
on the mind, and finally on the breath. Use this transition to retreat from the events of
your day, land fully in the moment, and link to the vibrations of your practice. As you
chant the sound ‘aum’, sense how it serves as a ritual of commencement, imparting
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your intentions to the task at hand and further aligning the rhythm of
your heart to the greater flow of the universe. In addition to inviting a
graceful beginning at the outset of your practice, be mindful of honoring
each transition into various segments of your sadhana (warm-ups, breath
exercises, standing poses, floor postures, etc.) by way of subtly pausing
to welcome each new chapter of the practice. Furthermore, explore each
subsequent posture as a unique opportunity to focus on the breath and
the first moments of a particular movement or position of the body. Post
corpse pose, take a few extra breaths to pause in the fetal position, the
posture representing rebirth and new beginnings. At the end of your
practice take time to journal about the qualities, themes, and elements
you wish to nourish this upcoming year. Dedicate at least one practice or
class each week for the next three months to set in motion your New Year
in the life enhancing direction.
3. Prepare sage, a small bowl of water, an incense stick, beeswax candle,
and small bell for a beginnings ritual. Sit by yourself or with friends and
contemplate what you wish to compost and what you wish to call in for
this coming year. First light the candle to symbolize the radiance and potency of life and your innate wisdom. Next dip your fingers in the water and sprinkle yourself with water to symbolize washing away the old.
Next, light the sage using the candle flame to cleanse and let go of the old
(sage was utilized by the Native Americans of North America as a practice
of cleansing). Next, put out the sage (in a bowl of sand/soil) and ignite
the incense to represent sweetness and prosperity. Return to the bowl of
water for another sprinkle this time representing the way in which water
feeds a seed to prosper and grow. Finish the ceremony by ringing the bell
representing the sound of creation and the evolution of your New Year
intentions moving forth.
4. Dedicate the first four weeks of the New Year to treat your body, mind
and heart as pillars of your own sacred temple; create vitality from the
inside out and the outside in.
-Practice yoga three times a week
-Avoid all refined sugars, white flour products, alcohol, red meat, and all
other processed packaged junk the whole time.
-Add in more water, green vegetables, alkalizing fruits, high antioxidant
berries, omega 3 rich/low mercury fish, and gluten free grains.
-Put your legs up the wall at least once a week for 15 minutes to de-stress.
-Treat yourself to at least two lymph-stimulating massages to move toxins
out.
-Avoid gossip, drama, and excessive ‘bad’ news.
Visit goodnewsnetwork.org once a week.
-Put on dance music and move your body, get happy even if it’s a struggle, at least two times during the four-week period.
5. Write a brief email to loved ones in your circle and tell them three things
you appreciated about them over the last year and three things you look
forward to sharing with them this coming year.
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DANNY ARGUETTY, M.A.,
E-RYT, HAS STUDIED AND
PRACTISED EXTENSIVELY IN
THE KRIPALU AND ANUSARA
APPROACH TO YOGA.
HE IS THE AUTHOR OF
NOURISHING THE
TEACHER: INQUIRIES,
CONTEMPLATIONS &
INSIGHTS ON THE PATH OF
YOGA. ARGUETTY LEADS
200HR YOGA TEACHER
TRAININGS IN SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA, AND ADVANCED
500HR TRAININGS IN KERALA
INDIA. noursihyourlight.com

Kripalu yoga is a practice that emphasises the intelligence of the body, the
vital force of breath, and the ability to cultivate awareness and clear seeing
with our mind’s eye. Through these three focal points of inquiry we can
access our intuitive nature and connect the core of our being.
The word ‘kripalu’ is derived from the root word ‘krpa’, which translates
into ‘compassion’ or ‘tenderness’. It’s a constant reminder that at its root
Kripalu yoga is interested in helping us remember our humanness and
honour the challenges others face. The practice evolves from an exploration of basic alignment, to a play of energetic opposites, into the free flow
imbedded intelligence of prana or life force, which moves us with insight
from the inside out. Although, these three ideas are sometimes termed
stages—and hold value when practised in succession—they are never separate from one another.
The effectiveness of this three-phase methodology lies in its ability to support practitioners in evolving their practice every time they learn something new. Although the following description is geared towards asana
practice, remember that it can be applied as a template for learning out
in the world.
The first stage involves a focus on foundational alignment principles
which help build a greater relationship to the body, garner a deeper understanding of how yoga poses function, and lay the foundation for more
advanced asanas. A key component of this first stage welcomes in the idea
that we all inhabit a unique body. Although general alignment cues are
given, students are encouraged to be in an exploration and listen to their
own bio-individualistic structure. In this first stage breath techniques are
introduced like three part breathing, ujjayi or ocean breath, kapalabhati or
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skull shining breath and nadi shodhana or channel clearing breath. The breath techniques invite
access to a greater energetic presence of our
internal landscape, help clear out blocked emotions, and reconnect the body, breath, and mind
into a more cohesive relationship.
The second phase welcomes in more awareness building through the play of energetic
opposites. Sustaining a posture to build more
heat while staying calm and centred, remaining
strong in the lower body while exploring fluid
movements in the upper body through motion
inquires, or noticing areas of the body that are
armoured and need more softness while inviting
places that need more stability to activate. It is
here that we can begin to see that in life there
are contrasting energies—light and dark, will and
surrender, fast and slow—which invite us into
greater relationship so we can align with the one
that will best serve the current situation at hand.
Through these explorations of extremes we also
become more astute at riding the natural waves
of sensations that accompany life.

The third stage of Kripalu yoga invites us to soften
and trust the in the knowledge the body has acquired through repetitive practice. In this place of
letting go we can listen more to the intuitive calling
of the breath laced with the wisdom of our inner
knowing. This practice begins with brief moments
termed ‘prana responses’ or listening to the next
intuitive movement at the end of a posture holding, completion of a sequence, or in the cool down
phase of class. Eventually one might embark on
larger chunks or a whole practice simply flowing
from inside, without a predetermined sequenced
plan. This experience is known as ‘meditation in
motion’ and is often a very vulnerable and intimate
experience. It is in this phase that we are also invited to remember that we are a part of something

greater and can utilise all layers of our being to
honour the relationship of the sacred that is in us,
as us, and all around us.
Kripalu yoga takes these stages of practice and
welcomes us into deep inquiry. Instead of living
in what is ‘good’ or ‘bad’, we step into exploring
the movements, thoughts and actions that provide
us more vitality and illuminate those that clearly
deteriorate our potentiality. By stepping back and
observing these patterns of being we can respond
to life instead of constantly reacting. Furthermore,
in this response we are able to cultivate more empowerment and walk a path of greater compassion, connection, and joy.
kripalu.co.uk kripalu.org
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